
The Herringbone Collection

Herringbone 



2 Brought together,  
Moduleo’s extensive choice 
of Herringbone floors 
combine timeless aesthetics 
with all the benefits of LVT, 
bringing a modern twist  
to a classic design.

Beautifully authentic,  
wonderfully practical 
With their authentic looks and realistic 
textures, our Herringbone floors are 
naturally beautiful and feel so comfortable 
underfoot. But at the same time being 
scratch, stain and water resistant as well  
as being easy to maintain, they’re a  
hugely practical choice too.

Herringbone explained
To achieve the classic Herringbone pattern, 
each tile should be placed at 90o to the 
one next to it, creating a fish bone-like 
pattern, which also resembles a set of 
triangles or arrows.

Classic  
  Herringbone 
brought right 
  up to date

Sierra Oak  
58228

Country Oak  
54991

Herringbone Short 
63,2 x 15,8 cm

Herringbone Classic 
40,6 x 10,7 cm

NEW!
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Galtymore Oak  
 86339

3
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New to our Roots collection, 
these classic plank designs 
let you create the perfect 
Herringbone floor in any space. 
For installation, these dryback 
planks are glued down in the 
traditional way.

Made to last
 Easy to look after
 Excellent water, scratch 
and stain resistance

 Up to 25-year warranty
 Excellent dimensional 
stability
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Classification 33

Thickness 2.50 mm

Wear layer 0.55 mm

Emboss standard

Roots
  Herringbone
Classic

40,6 x 10,7cm

Product details
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Blackjack Oak

Made and  
designed  
in Belgium

From researching and testing 
to designing and producing, 
everything is done in-house. 
Right here in Belgium. Why? 
So we can be in charge of the 
entire production process and 
push the boundaries of our 
craftsmanship in every single 
step of it. It’s easier for us, 
better for the planet and good 
for you. 
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51282

Laurel Oak

58876

Sierra Oak

87832

Galway Oak

5182251229

lifelike 
texture

Moduleo floors with ‘embossed 
in register’ technology have a 
realistic texture that is perfectly 
in sync with the design.

lifelike 
texture

lifelike 
texture

lifelike 
texture 5

R
oots H

erringbone

58346 58936

Classification 33

Thickness 2.50 mm

Wear layer 0.55 mm

Emboss in register

Product details

54852

Country Oak

54991

lifelike 
texture

Enjoy a premium 
natural look and  
authentic texture.
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Classification 33

Thickness 2.50 mm

Wear layer 0.55 mm

Emboss standard

Roots
  Herringbone
Short

63,2 x 15,8cm

Product details
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22220 22229

Blackjack Oak

22246

Glyde Oak

22877

20216

Mexican Ash

Galtymore Oak 
86218

Looking for realism?  
Choose Roots  
Herringbone

Part of our Roots collection, 
these short plank designs are big 
on style. For installation, these 
dryback planks are glued down in 
the traditional way.
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Classification 33

Thickness 2.50 mm

Wear layer 0.55 mm

Emboss in register

51282

Laurel Oak

58876

Sierra Oak

54225

Country Oak

86339

Galtymore Oak

86218

51229

86237

54991

86851 86936

Made to last
 Easy to look after
 Excellent water, scratch 
and stain resistance

 Up to 25-year warranty
 Excellent dimensional 
stability

lifelike 
texture

Moduleo floors with ‘embossed 
in register’ technology have a 
realistic texture that is perfectly 
in sync with the design.

lifelike 
texture

lifelike 
texture

Product details

lifelike 
texture

lifelike 
texture
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Classification 23,33

Thickness 6 mm

Wear layer 0.55 mm

Emboss standard

22205

24844

22218 22210

Blackjack Oak

Classic Oak

Classic Oak 
24844

Available sizes

63 x 12,6 cm

Available sizes

63 x 12,6 cm

LayRed
  Herringbone 

With the new Unizip® clicksystem 
your Herringbone floor is shaped 
with just one plank that clicks both 
ways. It’s faster. And easier.

Looking for a floor that 
simply clicks together?

 Extra strong 
 Easy-click system
 Beautiful design
 Integrated  
acoustic underlay  
(up to 22dB ΔLw)

Product details



LayR
ed H

erringbone

Country Oak 
54875

Product details

Classification 23,33

Thickness 6 mm

Wear layer 0.55 mm

Emboss in register

58228

54875 54991

58847

Laurel Oak

Sierra Oak

Country Oak

Available sizes

63 x 12,6 cm

Available sizes

63 x 12,6 cm

Available sizes

63 x 12,6 cm

Moduleo floors with ‘embossed 
in register’ technology have a 
realistic texture that is perfectly 
in sync with the design.

lifelike 
texture

51104 51914 51230 51282
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lifelike 
texture

lifelike 
texture

lifelike 
texture



Finish  
  in style
Moduleo also offers a range of 
accessories and finishing details 
to help customers to achieve  
their perfect floor in real style.

Design strips

Entrance mat

Cleaning kit

Matching and 
paintable skirting Stair solutionsEnd profile in metal

Keep  
it clean

 Match it or make it stand out

 Easy creation of different  
areas in your interior

 12 matching colours

 Seamless fit

 Available in 3 colours  
and sizes 60x90 cm 
and 90x150 cm

 Moduleo Daily Cleaner  
for everyday maintenance

 Moduleo Spot Cleaner  
for tough stains

 Moduleo Intensive  
Cleaner for more  
persistent dirt
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 We design floors so 
people can create their 
own unique spaces

We believe in the freedom to be who you are and express it in 
your home. That’s why Roots Herringbone brings design and plank 
versatility – a floor for every home and every style. 
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